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Ways of water conservation in rivers are based on the creation

particles from the banks and places them on the bottom. To this was

on all residential continents, occupying more and more large areas

Statistics were not found, but, logically, it is the coastal territories of

of bulky dams with flooding of large areas and the creation of
hydroelectric power plants (HPP). Man-made reservoirs are built

with the destruction of biota. For example, 280 hydroelectric
power plants are under construction in South America. In China

- http://www.rukivnogi.com/articles/top-10-samyh-bolshih-gesv-mire: “In front of the hydroelectric dam, a large reservoir was
formed, containing 22 cu. km of water and having a water surface

area of 1045 square meters. km In Brazil, 24 electric generators

added the human factor - garbage, waste products, various items in
the form of scrap - add a significant increase in raising the bottom.
settlements that are more destroyed. Rubbish discharged into riv-

ers and settlements forms “thrombi” - underwater dams along the

stream of water in the beds along the cities and downstream. This
is where the most water comes out of the coast.

Rivers, with increasing bottom intensively change their channel,

were recently installed on the dam. The volume of water in the

expand the floodplains and overflow. To avoid this, it is necessary

dam holds the mass of a large Krasnoyarsk reservoir, having a

for our descendants, we must immediately begin to return to the

reservoir almost reaches 46 cubic kilometers, and the surface area

of the water is 2430 square meters. km In Russia, a hydroelectric
water surface area of approximately 2000 square meters. km. "
The main trouble of all reservoirs is the risk of breaking through
and destroying everything below the dams. No less trouble is that

the biota disappears under the reservoir mirror, and with it, the
mechanism of water conversion in the animal and plant worlds,
accumulated over millions of years. The area of plant leaves alone

is 3 to 4 times the area of the entire land. The size of it, not less than
the area of the oceans - https://vuzlit.ru/984043/transpiratsiya

# 597. This is in untouched land, now by 2015, this land remains

30%. Everything else is plowed up, dumped by dumps, rolled up
with asphalt. The natural water path on land is movement along

the biota food and plant paths. Humanity at an accelerating pace
destroys recent natural ranges.

According to the latest theory on climate change:

https://juniperpublishers.com/jojwb/pdf/JOJWB.

MS.ID.555551.pdf flooding of territories is the destruction of organic and increasing artificial evaporation, which leads the planet
to natural disasters and global catastrophe.

If you look at the river, we often hear and see water overflowing

and devastating floods. The main cause of such flooding is shallowing of rivers. By nature, the water continuously washes away soil

to maintain the depth, regularly remove sediment. But this is not
the main thing, the main thing is that if we want to save the planet
water its natural functions.

One of the main elements of reducing artificial evaporation

is the cessation of the construction of new hydropower plants
with the flooding of areas and the release of all previously built

reservoirs. This is the conclusion reached by Chinese experts
of the Academy of Sciences of China: http://www.trud.ru/ar-

ticle/27-11-2018/1369666_kitajskie_akademiki_prizvali_snesti_
tysjachi_ges_na_reke_jantszy.html. In the USA, for example, over half
a century, more than 250 unprofitable hydroelectric power plants

were decommissioned - https://glavred.info/politics/404585-gesdneprovskogo-kaskada-ili-mina-zamedlennogo-deystviya.html

There is a brilliant invention of V.I. Bodyakina - https://docview-

er.yandex.ru/view/0/?*=L%2FAL7lzYSYbEaAFtue6KjdIj5t97InVybCI6InlhLWJyb3dzZXI6Ly80RFQxdVhFUFJySlJYbFVGb2V3cnVK-

dTNxLXQwc0trVEJlTDl4MTZvV2E3TGdaWUZfZzdXWHk1U0Z1Q2YxN2tsTHo1a3JaU19CNWZSYjZveFBWZDl3WXczdzlUTFo5Un-

NjMU1jQ1lTTVlKSjcyaHp5RkMtaHc2Wjd6U2s5QmtJbS0tUmczcTk4UGo3OFJBOGVVclhrMXc9PT9zaWduPWlMRzgyM0oyZGZLTVo-

tbDZKS1JuRmJvcUdzczMtRTFZVExrRl9zNmFlbDA9IiwidGl0bGUiOiJWb2RveF9WLmRvYyIsInVpZCI6IjAiLCJ5dSI6IjEwNjM4MTcwO-

DE1NDk3NTMzMjUiLCJub2lmcmFtZSI6ZmFsc2UsInRzIjoxNTUw-
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Mjg3NjE2NzM4fQ%3D%3D&page=2, which maintains the existing

power generation of hydroelectric generators without dams. The

pressure creates water moving in the pipes from the beginning of
the reservoir with the rise to the former top of the dam.

It is necessary to fundamentally review the possibility of accu-

mulation of water in rivers.

The accumulation of water for irrigation and selection for cities

can be created by small dams. Considering the levels of rivers and

their floodplains, we find a fairly large difference in the height of
the water level in the river and the height of the banks of the floodplains. In essence, the narrow, winding river at the bottom of the

floodplain is not normal. The entire area, periodically washed away
by the spring waters for centuries, is a drying stone-sand bank, often overgrown with various plants, which at certain points of the

meandering of the river are washed away and carried away along

the stream. There are absolutely bare areas of floodplain without

plants - only sand and stones. This state suggests that the flood-

plains can be used to accumulate water in the spring and consume
I am in the summer. To do this, it is enough to build a dam in the

given places with a height not exceeding the height of the flood-

plain coast. And fill it to the brim. Many such dams form a cascade
of lakes with running water. Like the famous cascades on the Volga

and other rivers with giant dams. Naturally, in the body of such
dams, culverts are constructed for taking water, spawning fish,
moving ships, and regulating levels in adjacent pools. It is also pos-

sible to install small hydropower plants operating at a small height

difference. There are no problems with dam structures 5–20 meters high. The usual earth-moving and road equipment is used.

There are places where there is no floodplain, and in these plac-

es the water overflows, often with floods. And floods in them come
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All these inventions are made in the form of proprietary tech-

nical solutions and require research and development. Thus, it is

possible to save water of the same volumes as in reservoirs with
bulky dams, but without the risks of man-made disasters. In foothill and mountain rivers, a chain of lakes with adjustable pools can

become an obstacle to mudflows, and the water surface, covering
the narrow, blurred, disfigured multimeter in height, gorges among

fir trees will adorn the mountain landscape. The river becomes a

distributed water reservoir, which changes the regime of small and
intermittent rivers. They can become navigable, they can generate
electricity, and according to the ideas of V.I. Bodyakin, using pipes,
it is possible to save the generators of existing hydroelectric sta-

tions without dams. Where there is no hydroelectric station, it is
possible to create a micro hydroelectric station, distributed along
the entire length of the river.

In addition, new, unprecedented properties are added - all the

rivers and even small ones become fish-breeding, with bridges in
given places, the possibilities of organizing beaches, recreation ar-

eas. Small rivers become navigable and will not dry out during dry
periods. The management capabilities of culvert constructions will

allow to exclude the movement of ice in the springtime, and, consequently, floods due to congestion and blockages. In the mountain
rivers, a new strategy of protection is being created.

An important, if not paramount, factor in reducing political

tensions in the world, if such a concept is adopted, will be that all

transboundary rivers will no longer be problematic in terms of water distribution.
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from the same reasons - silting and raising the bottom. On such
sections of the river there are stretches and rifts. So, these natural
stretches should be deepened up to 10-30 meters, and the rapids
- shoals rise to the level of the shores, also with the installation of
culverts.

These works can be performed with existing dredging equip-

ment. It is cumbersome, energy-intensive and requires sufficiently
large labor costs. There are a number of inventions that allow you
to carry out any dredging work and solve the tasks with minimal

cost. Use mainly the flow of the river itself. The essence of inventions is described in the articles: https://www.omicsonline.org/

open-access/prevention-of-floods-2332-2608-1000246-94678.
html, https://www.actascientific.com/ASAG/pdf/ASAG-02-0128.
pdf
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